Our swiss quality SmartHelio© Products:

HelioApp©

HelioLearn©

HelioHealth©

Training platform on
PV technologies

IoT monitoring sensor
for energy assets

Mobile application
allows you to

Comprehensive:

Universal: can be used

Check the status of

covers from technical with any installation
(Plug-and-play)
to business topics
Smart: communicate
Learner-centric:
with HelioApp©
unique pedagogy
Interactive: fun and (Cloud-based)
Flexible: can be used
easy to follow
with PAYGO systems
Multilingual
Trainees performance Reliable: operates on
SMS and/or GPRS
tracking
network

your energy assets
Receive mobile alerts
from HelioHealth©
when a fault occurs on
the field
Assign the required
intervention to staff
for troubleshooting
Predict faults

Do you want to know more? info@ledsafari.com
www.ledsafari.com
Get in touch with us!
+41 774263362

How can your company use
HelioLearn© platform?
Do you struggle in hiring highly skilled
employees? Use HelioLearn© as a hiring tool and

ask your candidates to complete the online
modules before inviting them for an interview!

Do you think that trainings are time consuming
and expensive? Deliver the theoretical knowledge

through our online blended learning formula:
People with low tech background will be able to
follow the modules due to our unique pedagogy.
Would you like to train your employees on
something new? Select the modules that are the

most relevant to you on our training platform!

Would you like to track the learning process of
your employees? Now, with HelioLearn© you can

easily keep track of their progresses.

Are your customers willing to understand more
about the solar technologies they are using?

Provide them with our interactive learning platform and give
them the possibility to discover the photovoltaic technology!

We are...

How can your company use
HelioHealth© and HelioApp©?
Do you think that Operation & Maintenance are
among the most critical aspects for PV
technologies in rural areas?

We also believe so! For this reason we have
developed a simple tool for an efficient
troubleshooting process!

Would you like your staff to quickly intervene
when a fault occurs on the field?

According to the data sent by the sensor,
HelioApp© will notify you whenever a fault on
the field occurs so that you can immediately ask
your staff to intervene.

Are your customers willing to follow the performance of the
solar technologies they are using?

Provide them with HelioHealth© on their module and
HelioApp© on their smartphone!

We are...

#solar #sensors #onlineplatform
#education #social #sustainability
#climate #training

Get in touch!
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